Major Emergency
User is in need of scheduled dialysis treatment but usual hospital has encountered a major regional emergency and is unaccessible due to road closures.

The Solution
Hopelink consults our information repository to make the most educated decision on which transportation service and hospital to send the user to.

The Result
Users in need are more safely and efficiently transported to their destinations with the help of our repository provided by Hopelink.

RARET
The Regional Alliance for Resilient and Equitable Transportation.

A coalition of non-profit organizations and government agencies from across King, Snohomish and Pierce counties that seek to streamline the delivery of paratransit services

Road Conditions
A repository of road conditions in the Puget Sound which aims to improve situational awareness for emergency managers and paratransit dispatchers.

Resource Directory
A library of healthcare and other welfare services that emergency managers can fall back on in order to deliver patients to most appropriate facilities.